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TAKE AN
INTEGRATIVE
APPROACH TO
LEGAL HISTORY
With nine distinct collections, the Making of Modern Law
(MOML) series covers nearly every aspect of American and
British law and enables in-depth research on the legal
traditions of Europe, Latin America, Asia, and more classic
and contemporary jurisdictions.
Encompassing a range of analytical, theoretical, and practical literature, these
archives support and complement the study of law by providing valuable resources
from the most influential writers throughout history. Combined with innovative tools
on the Gale Primary Sources platform to make quality research easy, researchers are
empowered with Making of Modern Law to reach insights not previously possible.

Gale Primary Sources
Start at the source.

GALE PRIMARY
SOURCES PLATFORM
Offering an integrated research experience, Gale Primary Sources
unifies extensive digital archives onto a single platform and
enables users to make research connections like never before.
No other publisher offers this unmatched combination of unique, rich, full-text primary source
content, dependable metadata, and intuitive subject indexing—all enriched by workflow and
analytical technology that breathes new life into the study of law and the humanities.

The Gale Primary Sources platform
enables researchers to:
• access multiple Making of Modern Law
collections simultaneously
• uncover new connections through term
cluster, term frequency, and search
assist tools
• add new context by cross-searching
Making of Modern Law with other
primary source collections

To learn more, visit gale.com/MOML.
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EXPLORE THE
MAKING OF
MODERN LAW
COLLECTIONS

FEATURED PRODUCT

American Civil Liberties Union
Papers, 1912-1990

The latest in the Making of Modern Law series, featuring documents from across the history of the
American Civil Liberties Union, this archive offers valuable insight into the civil battles of the twentieth
century—and straight from the organization that was at the center of the most contentious issues.
Researchers can dive into debates on race, gender, popular protest, the role of police, and the role of
government on both national and local levels.

U.S. Supreme Court Records
and Briefs, 1832-1978

Researchers will find coverage of the most-studied cases, many of which resulted in landmark
decisions. This collection provides transcripts, applications for review, motions, petitions, and other
official documents brought before the nation’s highest court, including information from cases that
were denied certiorari.

Legal Treatises, 1800-1926

A comprehensive library of U.S. and British law, this historical resource opens up a wealth of previously
inaccessible sources to scholars and students. It covers a watershed period of legal development and is
the world’s most comprehensive full-text collection of Anglo-American legal treatises.

To learn more, visit gale.com/MOML.
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Trials, 1600-1926

Documenting the courtroom dramas that rocked America and the British Empire, this archive
provides unofficially published accounts of trials; official trial documents, briefs, and arguments; and
official records of legislative proceedings, administrative proceedings, and arbitrations. It’s the most
complete full-text collection of Anglo-American trials.

Primary Sources, 1620-1926

This virtual goldmine of information for researchers of American legal history contains published
records of the American colonies, documents published by state constitutional conventions, city and
state codes, law dictionaries, and more.

Primary Sources II, 1763-1970

Access essential documents that tell the story of three centuries of American legal history. Comprised
of state codes, constitutional conventions and compilations, and municipal codes, this collection
supports scholarly research in nearly every aspect of American legal development into the late
twentieth century.

EXPLORE THE MAKING OF MODERN LAW COLLECTIONS

Foreign Primary Sources, 1600-1970

Legal historians need superseded codes in an easy-to-find online form—and Foreign Primary Sources
offers libraries the tools to access them. This archive complements the collection of treatises found
in Foreign, Comparative, and International Law, 1600-1926 while providing sources on the interpretive
analysis of codes, the “primary sources” of law.

Foreign Primary Sources, Part II

Easily explore four centuries of superseded legal codes, statutory materials, and code-related
commentaries from around the world. With documents from southern Europe, Latin America, Canada,
Australia, India, and elsewhere, including Roman and canon law, this resource contains over 1,500
titles on diverse jurisdictions.

Foreign, Comparative, and
International Law, 1600-1926

Study treatises and a range of other legal documents from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, several
hundred classics since the seventeenth century, and book sources that compare legal systems across the
world. This archive collects them all in one place and features the work of some of the great legal theorists,
including Gentili, Selden, Zouche, and more. Explore the roots of English common law in the recesses of
European history, with access even to texts on Ancient Roman, Jewish, and Islamic law.
To learn more, visit gale.com/MOML.
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Unique tools and cross-search
functionality enable greater discovery.

LEARN
MORE

Call 888.728.9422
Visit gale.com/MOML
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